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The sunlight rose higher, climbed the rail and came on board. Arvay sat up 
as best she could without disturbing Jim and switched off the artifi cial light 
overhead, and met the look of the sun with confi dence. Yes, she was doing 
what the big light had told her to do. She was serving and meant to serve. She 
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“I know so well that you don’t think I got no sense, and my folks don’t amount 
to a hill of beans in your sight. You come from some big high muck-de-mucks, 
and we ain't nothing but piney-woods Crackers and poor white trash. Even 















































“Aw, to hell with that!” Arvay heard one man say. “We know who did it. What 
we need is a posse to run the so and so down and string him up. Can’t a clean-
living, pretty white girl like Lucy Ann get no more protection than that? Don’t 

































Over the exciting rhythm of Kenny’s composition Arvay could hear the 
mournful tolling of a bell. Pictures came before her eyes. Earl growling and 
hurling himself against the screen. Lucy Ann lying still and white and bleed-
ing on the ground. The growling rumble of human men turned into a mob. 
Tolling, tolling, tolling sound of the bell. The siege in the swamp. Earl’s quiet 
face in death. Tolling. Dead-and-gone. Dead-and-gone! The bell struck out 




















????????Extraordinary Bodies: Figuring Physical Disability in American 




Because disability is so strongly stigmatized and is countered by so few miti-
gating narratives, the literary traffi c in metaphors often misrepresents or 





























It was Lucy Ann Corregio lying on the ground. Her beauty, glinty hair was 
spread out far beyond her head, and tangled like. Her eyes were closed and 
her mouth was open loosely. Blood was running down from a mangly spot on 
the side of her neck. The fi ngers of the white hand that lay limply across her 
body were chewed and bloody. The tubular maroon-colored skirt that she 
had on was up almost around her waist and there was a bleeding wound in 
one thigh. She was lying so quietly that for a long minute Arvay could not tell 















[T]he very structure on which the novel rests tend to be normative, ideologi-
cally emphasizing the universal quality of the central character whose norma-
tivity encourages us to identify with him or her. Furthermore, the novel’s goal 
is to reproduce, on some level, the semiologically normative signs surround-
ing the reader that paradoxically help the reader to read those signs in the 



















Yes, Earl had been bred in her before she was even born, but his birth had 
purged her fl esh.  He was born fi rst. It was meant to be that way. Somebody 
??
had to pay off the debt so that the rest of the pages could be clean. . . . Earl 










































? “I’d Rather Be a Nigger than a Poor White”??????????????
?????????????????????? ?????????????
?????????The Yearling? ???? ???????????????
???????“My name is Sam./ I don’t give a damn./ I’d ruther (sic) be a 
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 Synopsis
This paper examines the way Zora Neale Hurston’s Seraph on the Suwanee 
(????) represents whiteness in relation to the social construct of disability. Set in 
the early decades of the twentieth century, Seraph, Hurston’s last and arguably 
least popular novel, tells the story of a Florida “cracker” woman’s dynamic class 
transformation by marriage. As critics have noted in recent years, the novel was 
written primarily for studio production in Hollywood, which may explain Hurston’s 
choice of a white heroine instead of a black one. Her intention was to draw “a true 
picture of the South,” and, evidently, also to contest Marjorie Rawlings, a white 
novelist from the North whose work about Southern “crackers” were highly suc-
cessful in Hollywood. A Florida native who had performed interviews with turpen-
tine workers as a participant of the Federal Writers’ Project, Hurston would have 
the intention to challenge the uncomplicated black/white racial binary Rawlings’ 
work represents as she recognized the diffi cult position of poor whites in rural 
areas, who were actually “not quite white” as whiteness studies have suggested 
in the sense that they were often rendered a target of violent eugenic practices in 
Chiaki Ishikawa
To Narrativize a White Heroine:




With the popularity of eugenics in the contemporary U.S. in mind, then, I submit 
that Seraph might be read as a narrative about the internal process in which the 
cracker-born heroine Arvay becomes a “normal” white through her upward class 
movement by way of her marriage to Jim. In particular, I pay close attention to 
Arvay’s class anxiety refl ected upon the birth of Earl, their fi rst and disabled son, 
interpreting his later death brought about by the men of his own community as 
vital to Arvay’s process of normalization. 
More specifi cally, this paper fi rst teases out the way the text connects the inhu-
manity of eugenic speeches and practices with Jim’s patriarchal control over his 
family. I then emphasize that, in spite of its sympathetic delineation of Arvay’s grief 
over Earl’s death, the narrative by no means departs from the normative logic of 
ablism, which (often inadvertently) centers able-bodied characters and marginal-
izes characters with disability. Noting that Arvey’s newly established identity as 
a white middle-class wife necessitates her letting go of her not-always-surfaced 
yet sustained grief over Earl’s death, I call attention to the logic of exclusion that 
whiteness as a racial norm is based upon. To conclude, I maintain that reading Ser-
aph with knowledge about the popularity of eugenic discourses allows us to better 
understand not only the signifi cant role the seemingly minor character Earl plays 
in Arvay’s class transformation but also her racism and xenophobia as part of what 
constitutes whiteness. As a whole, my argument suggests that Seraph embodies 
Hurston’s critique of the concept of race, which deserves more critical attention 
despite its problematic othering of the disabled character. 
